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Performance Days 2016 - Munich, 20th-21st April 2016
BRUGNOLI®
THE ITALIAN LEADING COMPANY IN PREMIUM STRETCH KNIT FABRICS
PRESENTS CLIMA
NEW DOUBLE FACE FABRICS FOR SPORTSWEAR AND OUTDOOR
POWERED BY HEIQ SMART TEMP
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Whenever hard training occurs, Clima by
Brugnoli® comes to aid. Thanks to the special
treatment Smart Temp by HeiQ, Clima fabrics by
Brugnoli® react to changes of body temperature to feel

Clima

comfortable and cool with high temperatures and
protected with lower temperatures.
When the temperature goes down, moisture is
captured by the fabric and the skin remains dry,
avoiding heat dissipation and when the temperature
goes up, moisture is released and thanks to
evaporation cools down the fabric and the skin.
Clima by Brugnoli® is perfect for indoor and outdoor
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activities and combines performances with outstanding
style and freedom of movement: Bi-stretch fabric with a square elasticity and a perfect muscle
support to guarantee exceptional comfort. Clima is proposed in various weights and colours,
melange combinations and amazing double face to create intense, unique and brand new
garments.
BRUGNOLI GIOVANNI S.p.A.
Brugnoli Giovanni S.p.A. is an Italian textile Company focused on stretch knit fabrics dedicated to fashion, swimwear, lingerie and sports. Founded by
Giovanni Brugnoli in 1952 as a small textile lab that boomed after a few years thanks to the intuition of its founder and his ability to value one of the most
complicated products to be produced in the textile industry: the knit fabric. Over the years, thanks to the management and vision of Luigi Brugnoli, the
Company has been constantly updated while investing in new machinery, high quality yarn and mainly top of line processes and fabric design, hence
offering unique, technical and sophisticated products. Since the beginning of 2000, the Group put greater emphasis on the quality of the product and
customers' needs by creating B.L. Colour, a fully automated dye house supervised with passion by Achille Denna. Ever since, in addition to creating
®
customized products based on customers' demands, Brugnoli
also offers the Full Shades Service, namely the certainty of making solid and constant
colours, but mainly an infinite range of colours while capturing the imagination of the customer. Today, after more than 60 years in the fashion, swimwear,
lingerie and sports sector, the Group is led by Roberto, Massimiliano and Luca Denna, the 3 nephews of the Founders who have taken the Company to
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produce more than 3 million meters of fabric per year for customers around the world, putting additional energy and innovation, perfectly matching the
Family tradition.
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